
 

 
Chapter 10 - Overview & Support 

Identify and Describe 3-Dimensional Shapes 
****Special Note: 

●     The Go Math! program only supplies enough solid shape manipulatives (cone, 
sphere, cube, cylinder) for 20 students. If you are teaching these lessons whole 
group, you will need to supplement your collection of shapes, for each child to be 
able to have their own set. 

● See e-teacher resources for blacklines of 2D and 3D shapes to copy for the cut and 
paste activities 

 
Standards: 
G. Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagons, cubes, cones, 
cylinders, and spheres). 
K.G.1 
Describe objects in the environment using names of shapes, and describe the relative positions of these 
objects using terms such as above, below, beside, in front of, behind, and next to. 
 
K.G.2 
Correctly name shapes regardless of their orientations or overall size. 
 
K.G.3 
Identify shapes as two-dimensional (lying in a plane, "flat") or three-dimensional ("solid"). 

 
G. Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes. 
K.G.4 
Analyze and compare two- and three-dimensional shapes, in different sizes and orientations, using 
informal language to describe their similarities, differences, parts (e.g., number of sides and 
vertices/“corners”) and other attributes (e.g., having sides of equal length). 
 
K.G.5 
Model shapes in the world by building shapes from components (e.g., sticks and clay balls) and drawing 
shapes.  

 
Additional Standards: 
none 

 
Suggested Routines: 

● Shape talks-use plane and solid shapes for modeling 
● Talk Routine:Which One Doesn't Belong 
● Matching games (shape matching-matching photos/blacklines of shapes to the actual shape) 
● Manipulate and compare plane and solid shapes 
● Opportunities to recognize 2D and 3D shapes 
● Model shapes using various materials to “build” them (mini marshmallows and toothpicks) 
● Activities to join shapes to make other shapes 
● Rotate flip and arrange puzzle pieces to complete a design (pattern blocks and tangrams) 
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Manipulatives/Materials:  
2D (plane) or 3D (solid) plastic or foam shapes and 2D (plane) picture representations of 3D (solid) 
shapes on paper. 

 
Supplemental Manipulatives/Materials: 
Realia that can show these shapes in “real world” form (eg: a cube can be shown with dice.  Glue 
sticks/glue, scissors.  The Shape Game @ The Measured Mom.com 

 
Technology: 
Go Math Academy website-Math on the Spot videos, Think Central website-animated math models, 
HMH Mega Math. 

 
Vocabulary: 

flat surface curved 
surface 

roll stack slide sphere 

three-dimensional 
shapes 

cube cylinder cone above below 

beside next to in front of behind flat solid 

two-dimensional shapes     

 
Strategies for Chapter: 
Play games describing shapes, modeling, hands on experiences where students manipulate and 
explore shapes, students need to identify shapes as 2 dimensional (plane) or 3 dimensional (solid). 
 

Look in the marginalia at EL Strategy for pre teaching strategies and math journal ideas.  
 
Color Coding: 
Green (G )- The lesson accurately reflects the Framework standard(s). 
Yellow (Y) - This lesson includes notes to refer to while planning the lesson. 
Red (R) - This lesson does not accurately reflect the Framework standard(s). Skip the 
lesson. 
 
Essential Questions: 
How can identifying and describing shapes help you sort them? 
*Refer the essential questions in each lesson to formulate your teaching objectives for the lesson. 
How can you show which shapes stack, roll, or slide? 
How can you identify, name and describe spheres, cubes, cylinders & cones? 
How can you solve problems by using the strategy “use logical reasoning?” 
How can you model shapes in the real world? 
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How can you describe shapes in the environment using the terms: above, below, beside, next to, in front 
of, and behind?  
 
Students will be able to: 
-show if solids (3D shapes) stack, roll and/or slide 
-identify and describe the characteristics of solid shapes 
-use the strategy “use logical reasoning” to solve problems 
-build and draw 2D and 3D shapes 
-use positional words to describe relative positions of shapes in the environment 

 
Lesson-by-Lesson Overview: 
 
***Plan instruction with the content standards, math practice standards and Go Math essential question 

as guiding focus. Wherever possible it is suggested that children engage with hands on 
activities/concrete tools and resources in lieu of workbook pages. 

 
 

Lesson #, 
Standard 

Title Materials Vocab Notes 

Show What 
You Know 

 red and blue 
crayons 

  

10.1  
Y 

K.G.4 
 

Three 
Dimensio
nal 
Shapes 

solid shapes, 
pictures of solid 
shapes, glue 
sticks 

flat 
surface, 
curved 
surface, 
roll, stack, 
slide 

Pre-teach the concept of the Venn diagram. 
Do hands on demonstration of shapes that 
roll, stack and slide.  
It is suggested that the paper picture shapes 
are pre-cut for this lesson 

10.2  
Y 

K.G.2 
 
 

Identify, 
Name, 
and 
Describe 
Spheres 

solid shapes, 
pictures of solid 
shapes, glue 
sticks, crayons 

sphere, 
three-dim
ensional 
shapes, 
curved 
surface 

It is suggested that the paper picture shapes 
are pre-cut for this lesson 

10.3  
Y 

K.G.2 
 
 

Identify, 
Name, 
and 
Describe 
Cubes 

solid shapes, 
pictures of solid 
shapes, glue 
sticks 

cube, 
three - 
dimension
al shapes, 
flat 
surface 

It is suggested that the paper picture shapes 
are pre-cut for this lesson 

10.4  
Y 

K.G.2 
 
 

Identify, 
Name, 
and 
Describe 
Cylinders 

solid shapes, 
pictures of solid 
shapes, glue 
sticks 

cylinder, 
three - 
dimension
al shapes, 
flat 
surface 

It is suggested that the paper picture shapes 
are pre-cut for this lesson 

10.5  
Y 

K.G.2 

Identify, 
Name, 
and 

solid shapes, 
pictures of solid 
shapes, glue 
sticks, crayons 

cone, 
three - 
dimension
al shapes, 

It is suggested that the paper picture shapes 
are pre-cut for this lesson 
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Describe 
Cones 

flat 
surface 

Mid-Chapter Checkpoint- as part of lesson 10.5 
10.6  

Y 
K.G.3 

 

2D and 
3D 
Shapes 

solid/plane 
shapes, 
pictures of solid 
and plane 
shapes, glue 
sticks, crayons  

flat, solid, 
three - 
dimension
al shapes, 
two-dime
nsional 
shapes 

It is suggested that the paper picture shapes 
are pre-cut for this lesson 
 
Modify verbal cues at the bottom of page 
434, so as not to confuse students. eg: Circle 
the plane shapes, mark an X on the solid 
shapes.  

10.7  
Y 

K.G.5 
 

Model 
Shapes 

clay and straws 
or toothpicks 
and mini 
marshmallows 

cube, 
square 

It is suggested to NOT to use the workbook 
pages for this standard. Use the directions 
and ideas to model plane and solid shapes.  
Small group is easier to manage this 
particular lesson. 

10.8  
Y 

K.G.1 
 

Above 
and 
Below 

crayons above, 
below 

It is suggested to skip page 444 or use it for 
optional homework.  
 Instead have a discussion with students and 
model positional words using things on the 
classroom. 

10.9 
 Y 

K.G.1 
 

Beside 
and Next 
To 

 beside, 
next to 

It is suggested to skip page 448 or use it for 
optional homework.  
 Instead have a discussion with students and 
model positional words using things on the 
classroom. 
 

10.10 
Y 

K.G.1 

 

In Front 
Of and 
Behind 

 in front of, 
behind  

It is suggested to skip page 452 or use it for 
optional homework.  
 Instead have a discussion with students and 
model positional words using things on the 
classroom. 
 

Ch. 10 
Test 

Pgs. 
453-456 

crayons stack, 
curved, 
surface, 
sides, 
solid, flat, 
different, 
above, 
next to, in 
front, 
below, 
beside 

Before the test students need to have 
opportunities outside the workbook pages to 
draw picture representations of real world 
solid shapes.  

Reteach/ 
Intervention 
Options: 

Review assessment results. Refer to RTI strategies at the end of the TE 
chapter 10 Review/Test: 

● Reteach Blackline Masters 
● Math centers/workshop and/or math standards games. 
● Small group instruction focused on a single standard using the 

Intensive Intervention materials. 
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● Whole group instruction focused on a single standard. 
● Use student examples (no name) and correct as a whole group 

discussing math reasoning. Use that math reasoning to support their 
corrections and validate their math though processes. 

● Small group math discussion: Use a few problems from the blackline 
summative assessment guide for Chapter 10. Pull problems that 
seemed difficult for some students on the Review/Test. Present the 
each problem and have the groups discuss the strategies to solve the 
problems. 

● Math standards games and/or technology apps that support specific 
standards. 

● In small groups, do the “Performance Task” from the Assessment 
Book in Go MAth! Share strategies and discuss whole class. 

 
Additional Suggestions/Notes 
 

 
Silicon Valley Mathematics Initiative (SVMI) Tasks 

Drawing Shapes 2012 

Kinder Measurement 2014 (2) 

School Garden 2015 (5) 

Classroom Clean Up 2016 (1) 
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